


Thought and designed entirely by husband and wife Vratika & Nakul, this home design, (which is their 
actual home), proves that with the right design inspiration and the help of the most exquisite luxury 
brands from COVET HOUSE like BOCA DO LOBO, DELIGHTFULL, BRABBU, KOKET, MAISON 
VALENTINA, CIRCU, LUXXU, ESSENTIAL HOME, RUG’SOCIETY, PULLCAST, FOOGO, and the most 

recent CAFFE LATTE, you can be your own interior designer.

This project is the culmination of high-end designs and the perfect example that with the right tools, 
an interior can be luxurious, current and most of all, stylish.

A REFLECTIVE WHITE AND GOLD TRENDSETTING HOME DESIGN



Serving as the introduction into the 
astonishing interior, and offering a little sneak 
peek into what to expect is the incredible 
entrance. With an oversized floor lamp and 
portrait, and a mirror on the ceiling to create 
a wider appearance to the architecture of 
the space. The exterior presents itself like a 
greeting card, with the name of the owners 
and two Wax Wall Lamp from LUXXU.

The Wax collection brings an ancient luxury 
feel, with a contemporaneous variation. This 
wall fixture fully made of gold plated brass, 
brings a modern twist to any environment, 
despite being inspired in the ancient times.





In this design project, 
there is an abode of luxury 
brands and yet, they 
perfectly coexist without 
overpowering each other.  
A feat hard to achieve, this 
home design has furniture 
designs from top designer 
brands. 

The living room is a greeting 
card for this project. With 
four tones color palette on 
this project, with the pearl 
white being predominant, 
the expensive and sleek 
aesthetic is visible in every 
inch of this room.  

From de Eden family, both 
center and side tables 
scattered all over the living 
room are some of the most 
well-known pieces from 
BOCA DO LOBO, which 
used the highest quality 
materials and textures, 
giving it the resemblance 
of the tree in which it was 
named and producing shapes 
that create a cosmopolitan 
luxury environment.



Chandra Bar Stool, from KOKET is 
both bold and daring. The modern 
edge in this chair exudes the feeling 
of vintage glam. While polished 
brass bands delicately bind the chair 
highlighting the sculpted fluidity of 
the tight back satin upholstery.

Eden Center table represents 
a part of the tree of knowledge 
and the tale of the birth of 
desire. Fully made of polished 
casted brass, with a delicately 
engraved top exposing the 
heart of a golden tree to the 
very heart of a home.



GREATLY INSPIRED BY TOP INTERIOR  DESIGNERS 
PHILLIPE  STARCK  AND  MARCEL WANDERS

Every corner of this home design and every 
art piece in it, tells a story.  

Vratika wanted Nakul wanted to 
create white decor, with reflective 
surfaces to give the rooms a bigger 
feel, like in the other half of the living 
room, where, the same color palette is 
visible. 
Taking center stage (literally), the Vase 
Rug from RUG’SOCIETY is both a classic 
and contemporary accessory to the décor 
of the living room. Just like its own design, 
being both a beautifully carved base or 
simply two silhouettes in the blink of sharing 
a passionate kiss.  
Based on the same aesthetic that created a legacy 
for BOCA DO LOBO, the Lapiaz Oval Center 
Table reflects the exceptional craftsmanship and 
design, and its golden crackle is the pinnacle of 
luxurious design, making the overall piece stand out 
from the hues of grey, pearl, and beige. 







In the room, the aesthetic and color palette remains the 
same to provide an easy transition between divisions. 
Exquisite material and unique touches in the furniture 
design bring a sense of glam into the luxury residence. 
DELIGHTFULL’s modern twist on midcentury lighting has 
provided the highlights in the bedroom. With the Hanna Floor 
Lamp, providing a warm light in the corner and bringing out 
the textures on the pearly whites of the walls and textures of 

the surrounding space.

On the other 
hand, sometimes 
the luxury is 
presented by 
the smallest of 
the details, and 
that’s the reason 
why Turner Table 
lamp, also from 
DELIGHTFULL 
is a true delight 

of a lamp.

Providing both a discrete illumination but also enlights and brings out 
the details of the upholstered headboard of the bed. Turner art deco 
table lamp was inspired by the electrifying and memorable dance moves 
of the iconic pop singer. Turner is a large table lamp handmade in brass 
and aluminum. The body has a gold plated finish, while the shade was 
lacquered a black matte on the outside and a gold powder paint on the 

inside.



With its the cubist inspiration Cubist inspiration, 
deconstruction of classical concepts in simple 
and solid planes where the mix between current 
patterns in period representations is made. 
ÓSCAR is the Maculina representation of the 
classical canons of ancient Greece. universal 
way, the figures were worked roughly with some 
delicate features. A commune of cultures and 
styles that represents in the XX century XXVI 
the influence of history in contemporary design. 

Bringing the whimsical appeal to the room is the 
Cloud Suspension Lamp from CIRCU’s magical 
furniture. Normally used to decorate luxurious 
and dreamy ambiance for children, this cloud 
took a fantastic twist, and became a fantastic 
lighting piece for the walk-in closet, being 
both whimsical but exquisite at the same time, 
without compromising the expensive allure of 
the overall aesthetic of the interior decoration.

The iconic looks from this project 
are the walk-in closet. This type of 

room division is often a statement 
of opulence but. in this specific case, 

its simplicity is quite remarkable. With the 
RUG’SOCIETY most recognizable designs.
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The idea was to create an open space plan for the home design, in the process of 
making it, a lot of modifications were. Ultimately, it was a trip to Salone del Mobile 
that brought many changes to the design structure, but also a lot of final decisions. 
In the design fair, the client was inspired to bring outdoors into the living room by 
adding green plants to the interiors which further enhanced the whole experience.

Covet House’s luxurious brands BOCA DO LOBO, DELIGHTFULL, BRABBU, 
KOKET, MAISON VALENTINA, CIRCU, LUXXU, ESSENTIAL HOME, RUG’SOCIETY, 
PULLCAST, FOOGO, and CAFFE LATTE where the perfect additions choice for 

Vatrika and Nakul and the contemporary project was made a reality.

SETTING TRENDS. CREATING INSPIRATIONS. DELIVERING DESIGN.


